Pneumatic Hoist Workshop Pack
Lesson Plan

This lesson plan is aimed at teachers, home schoolers and
youth group leaders. The Workshop Pack is appropriate to
KS1 & KS2 Design Technology and Science as well as STEM
and STEAM activities.
This workshop pack can be used in several ways. It can form the
basis of an exciting Science or STEM project and it would make
a really fun and stimulating ‘Sensational Start’ or ‘Fantastic Finish’
activity. Used like this your class of 30 pupils can be divided into
ten groups of three who can work together to build, investigate and
demonstrate their models.
The pack can also be used as the basis for a Design Technology
workshop investigating pneumatic and simple mechanisms. The hoist can
be assembled as an ‘evaluation’ activity to explore pneumatics and then
can be extended or redesigned as a ‘design and make’ project.
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PARTS

10 x Project Bases, 10 x Beams, 10 x Girders, 10 x Strips, 40 x 25mm Discs, 5 x
Axles, 10 x 5ml Syringes, 10 x 10ml Syringes, 3m x Tubing, 10 x Foam Pads

TOOLS

Only simple tools are required: Use a good quality PVA glue. Paperclips are
handy as clamps while the glue dries. A ruler, pencil and scissors. A junior
hacksaw or craft knife.
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Pneumatic Hoist

Pneumatic Hoist Workshop Pack
Introduction
Suggestions for how this workshop can be linked to the
standard National Curriculum subjects.

Our beliefs
The Young Engineers

This workshop pack is intended for pupils/children between 7 & 11 years
old, or thereabouts; that is Key Stage 2 (Years 3-6) in the UK, (or 2nd to 5th
Grade in the US). They will probably have followed the National Curriculum
or something similar, in particular the NC for Design & Technology, so some
of the things we are talking about will be familiar to them.

Aims

TechCard is all about hands-on learning and the belief that difficult topics
are easier to comprehend, and learning is more memorable, given the
opportunity to build and operate a simple working model.

Objectives

So much can be learned in a workshop project like this but we
think that after the activity your pupils should be able to:
• Make a working model with minimal assistance.
• Measure mark and cut materials accurately. Glue and assemble
components sequentially and correctly.
• Explain the basic concepts of pneumatics.
• See simple mechanisms at work such as hinges, pivots and levers and
understand what they do.
• Relate their model to machines and mechanisms in the real world.
• Become familiar with the stages of the designing
& making process as they design & make.
• Develop their own design ideas in a way that makes some sense.

© hetkunstlaboratorium

The workshop pack gives
pupils the opportunity
to work individually, or
in small groups, to build
working pneumatically
powered hoists.
The hoist is an ideal
project to explore
materials, mechanisms
and forces.
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STRUCTURES

TechCard mimics the way
many real world structures are
made strong. Before being
folded, the flat TechCard
beam cannot support much
‘weight’. Once folded to shape
to form a ‘Channel Beam’ it
can withstand a much greater
force.

MECHANISMS

The hoist incorporates three
important mechanisms.
‘Hinges’ are simple but
important mechanisms that
control the way elements
move in relation to each
other. The beam of the
hoist acts as a third class
lever. Levers are the most
important ‘simple machine’.
The cradle of the hoist uses
a ‘pivot’ to control movement
and remain horizontal.

Pivot
Effort

Lever

Load

Fulcrum

Hinge

FORCES

Force is an interaction between objects and can cause
things to speed up, change
direction or change shape.
Forces commonly exist as
‘pushes’ and ‘pulls’ and the
hoist is a perfect example of
forces in action.

TC20SL13A
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Pneumatic Hoist Workshop Pack
DESIGN
TECHNOLOGY

Design & Technology

Curriculum Links

Suggestions for how this workshop can be linked to the
standard National Curriculum subjects.

KS1 (Year 1) Pupils should be taught:

Structures: build structures • exploring how they can be made stronger,
stiffer and more stable.

KS1 (Year 2)

Mechansims: explore and use mechanisms for example, levers,
sliders, wheels and axles • Materials: squashing, bending, twisting and
stretching.

KS2 (Year 3)

Complex Structures: apply their understanding of how to strengthen,
stiffen and reinforce more complex structures.

KS2 (Year 4)

Mechanical Systems: understand and use mechanical systems in their
products for example, gears, pulleys, cams, levers & linkages.
In addition pupils gain experience using different tools and processes.
Accurately measuring and marking TechCard elements according to the
instructions. Carefully cutting the TechCard elements with scissors and
the dowel axles with junior hacksaws and bench hooks. The proper use
of adhesives in the form of PVA glue and using paperclips as temporary
clamps. Pupils will use a surprising range of materials including rigid
card elements, wood dowel, plastic and rubber in the syringes and
tubing. They will also use glue and metal paperclip clamps.

Science

KS1 (Year 2) Pupils should be taught:
Materials: Uses of everyday materials • Identify and compare the
suitability of a variety of everyday materials, including wood, metal,
plastic, glass, brick, rock, paper and cardboard for particular uses •
Find out how the shapes of solid objects made from some materials
can be changed by squashing, bending, twisting and stretching.
KS2 (Year 5&6)

Forces: Explain that unsupported objects fall towards the Earth
because of the force of gravity acting between the Earth and the
falling object • Identify the effects of air resistance, water resistance
and friction, that act between moving surfaces • Recognise that some
mechanisms, including levers, pulleys and gears, allow a smaller force
to have a greater effect.
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Science

Pupils will be engaged in many activities that are relevant to the
curriculum:
Working scientiﬁcally; pupils should ‘play’ with the syringes and tubing
and talk about what they observe, ask questions, make measurements,
and suggest answers.
Everyday materials: pupils should talk about the materials they are
working with and talk about their diffent properties.
States of matter: pupils should talk about the air in the syringe, and explain that it is a gas, made up of molecules of mainly nitrogen (78%) and
oxygen (21%), and that it has a number of properties.
Forces: pupils can be taught the idea of forces, and that
pneumatic systems can be used to transfer a force from one place to
another. They can also be introduced to the idea of air pressure.

English

[NYOO] + [MAT] + [IK]

This project provides opportunities for reading and writing about air and
air pressure. Such books as ‘Air is All Around You’ by Franklyn Branley is a
useful starter text for younger pupils. To build and
operate their hoist models pupils need to read and follow the
assembly instructions carefully and systematically. There are also many
opportunities for pupils to talk about their work and to describe and explain
how their hoist models work.
Here are some words and concepts pupils may encounter during the workshop: control, pneumatic system, pressure, inflate, deflate, input, output,
pump, syringe, piston, hinges, pivots, levers. force.

Mathematics

Pupils should be taught:
• to compare, describe and solve practical problems for:
• about lengths and heights (for example, long/short, longer/shorter, tall/
short, double/half)
• about mass/weight (for example, heavy/light, heavier than, lighter than)
• about capacity and volume (for example, full/empty, more than,
less than, half, half full, quarter)
• about time (for example, quicker, slower, earlier, later)
In addition, pupils will need to measure and mark the TechCard parts in
order to cut them to the correct size.This is an ideal practical
exercise in using rulers to measure distance and to transfer this
information from one place to another. TechCard is based on a 25mm (or
2.5cm) grid. The strips, girders and beams are 25mm wide and the holes
are spaced 25mm apart. On some parts small pin holes mark the mid
point between holes aiding the measuring process.

TC20SL13A
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Pneumatic Hoist Workshop Pack
Topic Links

Some information about air and some ideas about how
this workshop might link to your cross-curricular topics.

All about Air

It’s in here

It’s out here

Room © Deborah Cortelazzi

Air is an invisible
substance that is
everywhere.

It’s under here

It’s in between everything!

Air is really important.
It contains gases that are
needed for life on earth.
Air has a gas called oxygen in it.
We breathe in air to absorb
oxygen to stay alive!

Sky diving © Olia Nayda

The force of gravity pushes everything near
to earth towards its centre. Gravity keeps air
around the earth in a layer we call the
atmosphere.

Plants produce the oxygen we
breathe so it’s important to keep
plants and trees alive.
Breathing air © Olia Nayda

When air moves it can make things happen.

Racing sailing boats © Ludomil Sawicki

Moving air makes sailing
boats race through the water.
TC20SL13A

Wind turbines © Waldemar Brandt

Moving air can generate electricity
to power our homes.

6

Jet engine © Viktor Forgacs

A jet engine pushes air out with such
speed and force it can make a plane fly.
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Air at home

Air is inside lots of
things making them
lighter, squashier and
more absorbent.

A sponge is full of little pockets of air
When you squeeze
a sponge the air is
pushed out. When
you release the
sponge underwater
the pockets fill up
with water.

Sponge © Artem Makarov

The air trapped inside things often has an important job to do.

Sofa and cushions © Artem Makarov

Air trapped inside soft furniture
makes them squashy and
comfortable.

Insulation material © inside-weather

Air trapped inside insulation
material keeps us warm.

Plastic ducks © Jason Richard

Air is very light and things filled
with air will float.

Air is surprisingly
useful in lots of ways.
When you use a
straw, air in the
top of a straw
pulls the liquid
up so you can
have a drink.
Whisk © Sorin Gheorghita

pool toys
Rifath
We whisk Swimming
some foods
to get©Ibrahim
air inside.
When we bake them the trapped
air gets bigger making our cakes rise!

TC20SL13A
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Swimming pool toys

Straws © Sfebrian Zakaria ©Ibrahim Rifath
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Air Out and About
Air under pressure.
Sometimes we force
air inside things to
make them bigger
but stay light.

.

Riding a bike © Dave Kim

Air in our tyres gives us a smooth ride.

© Ralph Ravi Kayden

Infatable boats are light and float easily.

Air is a substance that you can
feel when it blows towards you.
Birds and aircraft pull and push
themselves through air in a
similar way to the way fish
swim through water.

Geese in flight © Gary Bendig

© Georg Bommeli

The spinning rotors push down on the
air forcing the helicopter upwards.
Moving air powers
many robotic
production lines
making the things we
use everyday.

Birds wings push down on the air as
they fly keeping them airborne.

Just like our
Pneumatic Hoist,
Air is pushed
and pulled down
tubes to operate
assembly
robots.

Robotic production line © Lenny Kuhne

Hydraulic
pistons can
move huge
loads and are
used on many
big building
machines.

Hydraulic systems are
for the biggest jobs.
Liquid is used instead
of air so they can
move heavy loads.

Swimming pool toys

©Ibrahim Rifath

Swimming pool toys
Digger © Gerold Hinzen
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Air Through History
There are many examples
in history of inventors and
scientists studying air and
air pressure, and how it
can be used in machines.

2000 years ago
A Greek inventor known
as ‘Hero of Alexandria’
invented an organ
powered by air.

Hero’s Windwheel

500 years ago
Leonardo Da Vinci
understood the
properties of air when he
invented a helicopter.

Leonardo da Vinci’s helicopter

400 years ago

100 years ago
Cecil Booth invented a petrol
driven vacuum cleaner that
was so big it had to be left
outside and the hoses brought
in through the window!

German inventor Otto
Vonguericke created a
pump that could extract
the air out of a globe and
so created a vacuum. It is
said that 16 horses could
not pull the two halves of
the globe apart.

Madgeburgh

All vacuum cleaners use
moving air to collect dust
and dirt but the technology
has changed! The Dyson
creates a ‘cyclone’ of
spinning air to separate
the dust.

Today

© Dyson

In the future

Pneumatic tools and are constantly evolving.
Today engineers are rediscovering
pneumatics for use on complex robotics
and automated machines.

© National Geographic
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Pneumatic Hoist Workshop
Using TechCard

Now its time to start thinking about how we’re going to
make the pneumatic hoists using TechCard.
TechCard is a set of preformed card parts that can be cut,
folded and glued to make structural forms.
TechCard Beam

STRUCTURAL PARTS
TechCard Girder

fold

fold

TechCard Base

TechCard Project Base
fold & glue

fold & glue

MECHANICAL PARTS

2.5cm Disc

4cm Wheel

5cm Wheel

2cm Pulley

Axles

Holes are 4.5mm diameter
giving a tight push-fit onto the
5mm axles.
6cm Wheel
TC20SL13A
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4cm Pulley
The axles push-fit into the
wheels and pulleys. The
axles rotate through the
structural parts.
.
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Cutting TechCard

Use the pin holes between
the holes as a guide.

.

Use a ruler and pencil to mark TechCard before cutting.

Folding TechCard

Finished folds are 90º

90º
90
90ºº

Logos
underneath

Fold bases before gluing.

Fold panels over and then back to get a neat fold.

Gluing TechCard

PVA

Use scraps of card
as glue spreaders.

Glue

Apply glue evenly
and sparingly.

Use PVA Glue

Glue

Use paper clips as clamps.

Cutting Dowel Axles

Check folds are neat.

.Measure and mark the dowel with a

pencil and cut with a junior hacksaw

Dowel can be cut by an adult with a craft knife. Mark the dowel and roll under the blade to score the dowel and snap apart.

Wheels, discs, and cams
push-fit onto the axles.

Assemble carefully so as not
to damage the wheel.
TC20SL13A

Wheels and cams
can be glued with
PVA.

A
PV

Assembling Mechanical Parts

Important! Check axles can turn
freely where they need to. Widen the
hole in the TechCard if needed.
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Pneumatic Hoist Workshop
Workshop Preparation

How you might prepare for the workshop including practical
tips for arranging the resources and working with TechCard.

TechCard

Gluing

Good quality PVA glue is the best glue for TechCard. Glue dots
and staples are tempting but they don’t work. Using glue correctly
is a good skill for pupils to learn. Spread the glue thinly and evenly
on one side with a glue spreader not a brush. A scrap of card is an
ideal glue spreader. Press the parts together and use a paperclip
as a clamp while the glue dries. Ideally, let the glue dry just a little
before pressing the parts together. PVA is best provided in small
pots. Pupils can cut their own spreaders from scraps of card. A
damp cloth is handy to wipe glue from fingers and tables.

Cutting

Pupils will need to follow the instructions to carefully measure, mark
and cut the TechCard parts to size. Pencils, rulers and scissors are
needed.

Axles

Decide whether pupils are cutting their own axles or if this is to be
done in advance. If this is being done in advance by an adult, one
technique is to roll the dowel under a sturdy craft knife to score it
and then snap apart. If this is to be done by the pupils, which again
is good ‘making’ experience, then bench hooks and junior hacksaws are required. A common mistake when sawing is to press too
hard which jams the saw into the wood. The focus should be on a
light steady back and forth action letting the saw do the work. Start
the cut by pulling the saw towards you - not pushing it away. Depending on the age and skill of your pupils it may be best to set up
a cutting station where pupils are supervised as they cut their axles.

Wheels

Wheels are a push fit onto the axles. Fit the wheels carefully with a
turning action taking care not to push the wheel back and forth as
this will loosen them. Once in position and checked for straightness
they can be glued in position.

Instructions

Photocopy the instructions and the templates for your pupils unless
they can access this lesson plan on tablets.

Classroom Set Up

TC20SL13A

The person running the workshop should become familiar with TechCard and the different components. Fold some TechCard to see how
the parts are formed neatly. The TechCard parts should be folded to
shape before being glued together. Have a look at our website here
for some tips: ‘How To.’

Set up a ‘TechCard Station’ where you can set out the different
TechCard parts. Pupils can collect the parts as they need them. It
is important that they return any off-cuts to the station as they will
be needed by other pupils. For example, a model might need half a
TechCard girder. Once the part is cut the remaining half of the girder
needs to be returned for another pupil to use.
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Pneumatic Hoist Workshop
The Workshop

1 x Project Base
4 x 2.5cm Girders
Build Level
1 x 25cm Beam
3 x 7.5cm Strips
1 x 10cm Axle, 4 x 2.5cm Discs, 1 x Foam Pad
1 x 5ml, 1 x 10ml Syringe, 30cm Tube

Glue

1 Fold the base to shape
and glue together.
Glue
2
2

Fold
Fold the
the 12.5cm
12.5cm beam
beam to
to shape.
shape.
Fold
Fold aa 2.5cm
2.5cm girder
girder to form a hinge
and
and glue
glue to
to the
the end
end of the beam.

Trimaa2.5cm
2.5cmgirder
girderto
tothe
theshape
shape
3
3 Trim
shown
shownand
andfold
foldtotoform
formaahinge.
hinge.
Glue
Gluetotothe
thebeam
beamwhere
whereshown.
shown.

4 Carefully
Carefully glue
glue the
the hinge
hinge to
to
the
base
where
shown.
the base where shown.

Gluethree
three7.5cm
7.5cmstrips
strips and
and
5 Glue
two
2.5cm
girders
together
two 2.5cm girders together
to
tomake
makethe
thecradle
cradle support.
support.

TC20SL13A
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6 Fix foam pad to the end of the 5ml piston
and stick to the hinge. Pass the nozzle of
the piston through the base where shown.
Carefully fit the tube to the syringe.

5 ml

7

Fit a 2.5cm disc to the
10cm axle and pass
through the beam.
Secure with a second
2.5cm disc.

8

Fit the cradle support to the
axle and fit a disc at each end.
Make sure the support can swing
freely. Cut out, fold and glue the
template to form the cradle.

10 ml

Template for cradle
This template forms the cradle for the hoist.
Photo copy onto sturdy paper or thin card.Cut along
the solid lines and fold along the dotted lines.
One needed per model.

TC20SL13A
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Pneumatic Hoist Workshop
How the hoist works

Adjusting the hoist, hoist quizz and an explanation of how
the hoist works.

Adjusting the Hoist

Remove the 10ml control
piston. Raise the hoist by
carefully pulling the 5ml
piston open. Close and
refit the 10ml piston to the
tube. Pulling and pushing
the 10ml piston should fully
raise and lower the hoist.
Remove the 10ml piston to
make adjustments to the
pneumatic system
as needed.

Hoist Quiz

Ask your pupils to consider
these questions about how
the hoist works.

?

Measure how far the
small piston extends.
Measure the distance
the cradle travels from
the lowest to the highest
position. Is there a difference between these
measurements? What
does this mean?

TC20SL13A

When correctly adjusted the
hoist will raise as the control
piston is pushed and it will
lower as the piston is pulled.

Q. What is inside the
pistons and tubing?

Q. What happens when you
push the control piston?

A. The pistons and tubing
are full of air.

A. Air in the control piston
is pushed along the tube
forcing the 5ml piston open.

Q. What happens when you
pull the control piston?

Q. Can you name the three
important mechanisms at
work in the hoist?

A. The control piston pulls the
air through the tubing and
pulls the 5ml piston closed.

A. The hoists utilises a hinge,
lever and pivot.

Q. How does the craddle
of the hoist stay level?

Q. Is the hoist an efficient
machine?

A. The arms of the craddle
pivot on the axle keeping
the lower part level.

A. Yes the because the beam
of the hoist acts like a lever.
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How the hoist works

Closing the control piston
forces air along the tube
to open the piston
inside the model.

This process demonstrates
that air, although invisible, is
a substance which takes up
space and can transfer force.
The movement of the beam is
guided by the hinge which
restricts the action to an up
and down movement.
The beam acts as a 3rd class
lever and increases the
distance travelled by the
applied force. The piston
inside the hoist travels 6cm as
it opens but the cradle moves
up 18cm. The lever has
increased the distance
travelled by the force by a
factor of three.
The pivot allows the cradle
to remain horizontal.

The pivot at the top of the
beam allows the arms of the
cradle to rotate keeping the
cradle level.
Pneumatic systems are
used for things like robotic
production lines. The air in
the system compresses and
stretches a little as it is moved
which is why the control piston
is bigger than the piston
inside the hoist.

The beams acts as a lever
increasing the distance
the force travels.

The hinge
mechanism
controls the
way the beam
can move.

Pneumatic systems have the
advantage over other types of
power transmission in that they
are flexible and can transmit
force ‘around corners’.

TC20SL13A
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10ml

Pneumatic Hoist Workshop
Development

Developing the workshop into a ‘design and make’ project.
Other TechCard models exploring air power!

The Pneumatic Hoist can be
used for the ‘evaluation’ part of
a DT workshop. The pistons
and tubing can then be
removed from the models and
pupils can embark on their
own ‘design and make’
projects. TechCard parts
can be purchased in packs
to suit your needs.

A simple variation on the
hoist is a pneumatic jaw
which can be developed
into a fun moving toy or
monster project.

Other Projects

The are many other air powered
TechCard models to build and
TC20SL13B
develop. Or design and make
your own!

TC20SL13A
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